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ABSTRACT
Three-dimensional printed models are important learning tools for
blind people. Unlike tactile graphics, there is no standard
accessible way to label these models. We present Talkabel, a
labeling method that enables blind people to access information in
a model by simply tapping tactile markers that can be added
almost anywhere on the model. We use a mobile phone that is
propped on an attached scaffold to detect and classify the user’s
taps and then speak the appropriate label. We evaluated the
feasibility of Talkabel with four 3D printed models, and our
results showed that Talkabel could be implemented quickly and
maintained a high accuracy with different models. We conclude
with future work.
Figure 1. A model with Talkabel labels. It has three
markers (red) showing label locations and a scaffold
(blue) supporting a mobile phone that speaks the labels
when they are tapped.
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percent of the functionally blind population in the United States
[6]. Besides Braille, Baker et al. [1] presented a method where
label information was presented in QR codes on a tactile graphic.
However, both techniques would be difficult to implement
directly on 3D printed models with complex spatial structures.
Kolitsky presented a labeling method for 3D printed models that
involved integrating additional electronics like sensors and
circuits, which can speak labels when touched [5]. However, this
largely increases the cost of the models. We believe that labels
should be easy to make, easy to access, and cost-efficient.

Labels, acoustic sensing, 3D models, visual impairments

1. INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional models are important alternative tools to visual
graphics for blind people. Visualizations are widely used in
education to enhance learning and are commonly made accessible
to blind people using tactile graphics and 3D models. 3D models
are especially useful in presenting complex information like the
structure of molecules and the scale of the Solar System [2].
Recent, modern consumer-grade 3D printing technology has
begun to empower teachers, friends, and makers to create custom
3D models to enhance accessibility [3,4].

To address these criteria, we designed Talkabel, a labeling method
that allows blind people to access label information by directly
touching 3D printed models. Talkabel involves a mobile phone
application and simple auxiliary components like markers and a
scaffold (Figure 1). To access label information, a user places her
phone in the scaffold and taps the markers on the model. The
mobile phone application captures the acoustic signals produced
by the tap with its microphone and classifies the signal to
determine which marker was tapped. The phone then speaks the
corresponding label information. To add label information to a
model, a maker adds the auxiliary components to a 3D model and
uses the application to record label information for each marker
while tapping it.

While 3D printed models can improve accessibility in education,
there is no standard way to make accessible labels for models.
Without labels, blind people can only perceive information
through the shape and texture of a model; they must rely on
someone’s help or additional tools. Textual information for
commercial 3D models (such as globes) is presented with
standard visual labels that are inaccessible to blind people and
difficult to make with consumer-grade 3D printers. Prior work on
tactile graphics has explored several accessible labeling methods,
but they have major limitations when applied to 3D printed
models. In tactile graphics, labels are commonly represented in
Braille, which is bulky and can only be read by less than forty

In this paper, we describe (1) the design of the auxiliary
components, and (2) the Talkabel detection and classification
algorithm, which determines which marker the user taps with
acoustic signals. We conducted a preliminary evaluation of the
algorithm with four 3D printed models. Our results showed that
our labeling method could achieve high performance after
minimal training, and was reliable for different models.
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2. AUXILIARY COMPONENTS
The auxiliary components consist of markers and a scaffold
(Figure 1). A marker is a little tactile semi-sphere that represents a
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label and indicates where users should tap while the scaffold
stabilizes the mobile phone in a fixed position. A layperson can
easily add these components to an existing model by adding our
templates in any 3D modeling software, and printing them out
along with the model.

Nexus 5 and recorded audio at a 48 kHz sampling rate. For each
model, we recorded a total of 50 samples.
We performed offline classification with different numbers of
training samples per marker. We evaluated classification accuracy
with cross-validation.

3. ALGORITHM

4.2 Results and Analysis

Talkabel’s algorithm comprises of two phases: (1) detecting a tap
and (2) classifying the detected tap as one of the model’s markers.
The tap detection phase processes the data stream captured by a
microphone and outputs the segment of the stream that
corresponds to a tap. After this, the classification phase classifies
the tap signal and outputs which marker was tapped.
The system uses the moving average of the acoustic signals’
energy to detect a tap in the data stream. To do this, the algorithm
calculates the Root Mean Square (RMS) (which represents the
energy of the signal) over a moving window of data points in the
stream. The algorithm then compares the RMS to a threshold
(TH). If the value of the RMS is greater than TH for 0.002s, the
algorithm regards these points as the start of a tap and sends the
following 0.1s of data to the classifier.

Figure 3. Offline cross-validation results
We plotted our results in Figure 3. For all models, Talkabel
achieved a classification accuracy of over 83 percent with only 5
training samples per marker. A stable performance of 93 percent
was reached with 25 training samples per marker. These results
indicated that the method is promising because (1) the labels can
potentially be accessed with high accuracy, and (2) model markers
can potentially add labels fairly quickly. Talkabel performed
similarly on Model A, Model B, and Model C, which also showed
that our labeling method was reliable with different marker
layouts. The classification accuracy of model D was slightly lower
than the other models. This is likely due to the model’s additional
marker, but also to the smaller distances between the markers.

We used the nearest neighbor classifier, which classifies signals
based on the closest training example in the feature space. The
classifier uses the components of the amplitude spectrum density
(ASD) [7] of the tap signal as classification features. The ASD
represents the energy distribution of the signal over different
frequencies, and is calculated using a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). Our preliminary results showed that including highfrequency ASD components had a negative effect on classification
accuracy, so we only include components in a frequency range of
0 to 4800 Hz.

4. FEASIBILITY EVALUATION

5. FUTURE WORK

The first step towards developing Talkabel was to test its
feasibility of the marker classification algorithm and explore how
factors like the number of training samples and the layout of
models influence its performance.

We will improve the performance of Talkabel by modifying the
structure of the scaffold to improve the quality of the acoustic
signal. To continue developing Talkabel, we will design and
evaluate a smartphone application that will enable markers to
create labeled models and allow blind people to access the labels
in those models.

4.1 Procedure
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Figure 2. Four 3D printed models with a Nexus 5. The
right views of the models are marked in grey.
We printed four versions of a molecule model (Figure 2). We
chose a model with spheres because they are common in 3D
models (e.g., chemical and astronomical models). Each model has
a unique layout: the three spheres in Model A are approximately
equidistant to the center of the scaffold where the microphone will
be placed; the spheres in Model C have different distances from
the microphones; two spheres in Model B share one support pillar;
and Model D has four small spheres.
We placed each model on a wooden table in an open-plan office
environment and recorded the acoustic signals while tapping on
the markers of the model. We used the bottom microphone of a
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